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VDA 6.3 
Analysis Tool 2.0

Purchasing a license

The personalized single-user license for the VDA 6.3 Analy-
sis Tool 2.0 can be purchased via the VDA QMC web shop: 
www.vda-qmc.de/webshop

License prices

Single-user personalized license          € 119,00 

Price scale:
up to 30  Price per license           € 119,00 
31–100  Price per license          € 109,00
101–200  Price per license  €   99,00
from 201  Price per license   €   89,00

Chinese
Czech
English
French
German
Hungarian
Italian

Japanese 
Korean
Polish
Portuguese
Swedish
Spanish
Turkish

The following language versions 
are available:
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New VDA 6.3 Analysis Tool 

A new analysis and documentation tool has been developed 
as a web application for the current edition of the VDA 6.3 
process audit.

The software’s intuitively designed interface guides users sa-
fely through the entries with the help of explanations. General 
information such as name, organization and company logo 
are entered under “Settings” and then automatically applied to 
each report.

The new tool offers the following features:

Functionality of the tool

• Offline functionality (progressive web app)
• Browser database with previously created reports
• Automatic updates
• Standardized report design with individual company logo
• Save and load reports and all tool data for sharing and 

version control
• Tablet support

VDA 6.3 audit standard

• Analysis and documentation of process audits for product 
creation/series production

• Analysis of process steps and product groups
• Analysis and documentation of potential analyses

VDA 6.7 audit standard

• Analysis and documentation of product audits
• Analysis and documentation of potential analyses

Field failure analysis of defective parts

• Analysis and documentation of reports

Own report categories

• Creation of own reports by expanding on all offered report 
categories with own questions, gradations or requirements

• Analysis and documentation of these reports
• Language support for all available languages

Functionality for all report categories

• Workflow-driven recording of findings and subsequent 
assignment to questions

• Addition of internal comments and images to findings
• Report versions include action plans and images
• Creation of print questionnaires for selected question 

blocks
• Comparison of reports
• Export of action plan as an Excel file
• Free action plan app to edit action plans

The app launches directly via the web address as software as 
a service (SaaS) using a web browser; the data entered stays 
in the user’s browser and is not sent to a server. Once the 
software has been launched, it can also be used completely 
offline, as the app has been stored in the browser. The product 
runs exclusively on your device and only communicates with 
the server to validate the license and check for updates.

Technical information

This is a browser-based software that can be used as a 
progressive web app online and offline in the browser. All data 
is stored locally in the browser and can be saved and reloa-
ded individually as files. Only an up-to-date browser, such as 
Chrome or Edge, etc., is required for use. Nothing has to be 
installed.


